WHAT IS VITAMIN E
Vitamin E is a group of eight fat soluble compounds that include four tocopherols and four tocotrienols.
Vitamin E deficiency, which is rare and usually due to an underlying problem with digesting dietary fat
rather than from a diet low in vitamin E, can cause nerve problems.

CAUSES OF VITAMIN E DEFICIENCY
Abetalipoproteinemia is a rare inherited disorder of fat metabolism that results in poor
absorption of dietary fat and vitamin E. The vitamin E deficiency associated with this disease causes
problems such as poor transmission of nerve impulses and muscle weakness.
Its deficiency causes infertility and muscular dystrophy.

SIGNS AND SYMPTOMS OF DEFICIENCY
Vitamin E deficiency may cause disorientation and vision problems. Low levels of vitamin E can lead to:
Muscle weakness: Vitamin E is essential to the central nervous system

NEUROTHERAPY TREATMENT FOR INFERTILITY
Infertility in women
Infertility is the inability to produce offspring


If the cause is retroverted uterus or prolapse of uterus, give the following treatment:
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If the cause is hormonal imbalance or fallopian tube blockage give
P- Heparin



If infertility is due to viral infection, use
Viral infection formula



If the cause is obesity, use
Normal

- Ajay Normal formula

This treatment can also be used for hormonal imbalance


To reduce acidity of vagina, use
Acid treatment formula



For treating psychological problems, give the following treatment
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If infertility is due to hypothyroidism, give the following treatment for 30 days for first 15 day
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For infertility due to ovarian problems, the treatment is
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If infertility is due to hereditary causes, use
Genes treatment formula



If infertility is due to any injury, give
T-Heparin



If a lady is not getting pregnancy due to low body temperature, the following treatment may be
given
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If infertility is due to autoantibodies, it becomes as autoimmune disorders

Infertility in men
A variety of endocrine, vascular, neurologic and psychiatric disease disrupt normal
sexual and reproductive function in men.


If testes are injured or pressed due to any accident, give,

T – Heparin – twice a week


If infertility is due to viral infection, as in the case of Mumps, use.
(6)



For problems arising due to psychological disorders, give the treatment
(8)
(6)
(6)
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For problems due to heredity, use
Genes treatment formula



If infertility is due to hormonal disturbance give the treatment
First day
Second day

P- Heparin
Normal – Ajay Normal formula

